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RESEARCH ARTICLE 

Coupling of Local Folding to 
Site-Specific Binding of 

Proteins to DNA 
Ruth S. Spolar and M. Thomas Record Jr. 

Thermodynamic studies have demonstrated the central importance of a large negative heat 
capacity change (~C~sod in site-specific protein-DNA recognition. Dissection of the large 
negative ~C~soc and the entropy change of protein-ligand and protein-DNA complexation 
provide a thermodynamic signature identifying processes in which local folding is coupled 
to binding. Estimates of the number of residues that fold on binding obtained from this 
analysis agree with structural data. Structural comparisons indicate that these local folding 
transitions create key parts of the protein-DNA interface. The energetic implications of this 
"induced fit" model for DNA site recognition are considered. 

N oncovalent interactions between pro
teins and nucleic acids are fundamental to 
all steps of expression, replication, and 
recombination of the genetic information 
embedded in a DNA sequence. Notable 
characteristics of most protein-DNA com
plexes include their stability and specificity: 
binding constants under typical ionic con
ditions range from 109 to 1012 M- 1 or 
higher and ratios of specific to nonspecific 
binding constants range from 103 to 107• A 
central goal of many structural and thermo
dynamic studies is to elucidate the relation 
between sequences {structures) of the pro
tein and DNA sites and the specificity and 
stability of the complex in solution. 

High-resolution structures of various un
complexed DNA-binding proteins and 
their complexes with DNA have been ob
tained in the crystalline state by x-ray 
crystallography or in solution by nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR). In many of 
these systems, structural differences are ob
served between B-form DNA and DNA in 
the complex and between the free and 
bound states of the protein. Conformation
al changes from linear B-DNA range from 
relatively smooth bending deformations 
seen in specific complexes with phage re
pressor proteins { 1) to more drastic changes 
involving sharp bends in the helical axis 
and disruption of base pair stacking inter
actions {2-4). Conformational changes ob
served in various proteins include quaterna
ry rearrangements of domains (5) or sub
units (6), ordering of disordered loops or 
NH2-terminal residues {4, 7, 8), and for
mation of a helices from unfolded regions 
in the free state {9-14). Most of the folding 
or ordering transitions of protein residues 
occur on complementary surfaces in the 
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DNA grooves that comprise the binding 
site. Frankel and Kim (15) and Alber (16) 
have proposed that the folding transitions 
of GCN4 are an example of the concept of 
induced fit described by Koshland {17) in 
the context of enzyme-substrate and other 
specific protein-ligand interactions. How
ever, it is not known whether induced fit is 
a general feature of site-specific binding of 
proteins to DNA. 

Thermodynamic studies of site-specific 
protein-DNA associations demonstrate the 
central importance of a large negative heat 
capacity change AC~ssoc ( 18-20). As a con
sequence, the entropic {T ~S~ssoc> and en
thalpic (~H~ssoc> contributions to AG~ssoc of 
site-specific complexation vary with tem
perature in a nearly parallel manner, typi
cally changing sign in the physiological 
temperature range. We proposed that a 
large negative ~C~ssoc is a distinctive fea
ture of site-specific binding, and that the 
sign of AC~ssoc is determined by the removal 
of large amounts of nonpolar surface from 
water on complex formation {18). Because 
the amount of nonpolar surface involved 
appeared too large to be accounted for in a 
"rigid body" association, we proposed that 
conformational changes in the protein that 
buried large amounts of nonpolar surface 
were coupled to binding (18, 19). Al
though this prediction appears consistent 
with the emerging picture of site-specific 
binding from recent structural studies, most 
systems that have been characterized ther
modynamically lacked complete structural 
data, especially data from structures in so
lution. Hence we turned to a thermody
namic analysis to predict whether confor
mational changes are coupled to binding. 

In principle, analysis of the entropy 
change AS~ssoc should allow discrimination 
between "rigid body" associations and ones 
involving coupled conformational changes, 
especially folding transitions (21) . We used 
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thermodynamic data from model compound 
transfers and protein folding studies to dis
sect ~S~ssoc for a protein-ligand association 
into contributions from the burial of non
polar surface area, changes in chain confor
mation, loss of translational and rotational 
entropy, and other effects. Application of 
this analysis to site-specific protein-DNA 
interactions leads us to propose that local 
(and, in some cases, global) protein folding 
transitions are coupled to DNA binding. 
Where binding free energy drives folding of 
residues to create key parts of the binding 
interface, this adaptation may in principle 
be DNA sequence-dependent and lead to 
different ordered or folded structures on 
different DNA sequences (16). Such a 
range of induced fits may affect both speci
ficity and stability; accordingly, the ener
getics of specific recognition should be in
trinsically nonadditive (22, 23). 

Interpretation of the heat capacity and 
entropy changes of protein folding. Model 
compound transfer data have been used to 
interpret the massive reduction in partial 
molar heat capacity (of the order of 1 to 6 
kcal mol- 1 K- 1) (24, 25) of a protein on 
folding in aqueous solution (~Cfold) (26-
30). We observed that ~C~r of transfer of 
hydrocarbons and amides from water to the 
pure liquid phase and ~Cfold of proteins 
depend in the same way on the accompa
nying changes in water-accessible nonpolar 
(Mnp) and polar (Mp) surface area {A2) 

(26) 

aco = (0.32 ± 0.04)Mnp-
(0.14 ± 0.04)Mp cal mol- 1 K -I (1) 

In applications of Eq. 1 to processes involv
ing proteins, the contribution from the bur
ial of nonpolar surface, (0.32 ± 0.04)Mn11, 

is always the dominant term in ~co. Al
though the choices of nonaqueous phase and 
of compounds used to model thermodynamic 
contributions to folding continue to be de
bated, models of ~Cfold that are based only 
on changes in water-accessible surface area 
account for all of the observed heat capacity 
change within experimental uncertainty. 
Changes in vibrational modes (or other ef
fects of folding) apparently do not contribute 
significantly to ACf'old although a vibrational 
contribution was anticipated (31). 

Baldwin (32) observed that the entropy 
of transfer of all liquid hydrocarbons from 
water to the pure liquid phase extrapolates 
to zero at 386 K, on the assumption that 
AC~ was temperature-independent. If the 
thermodynamics of the hydrophobic effect 
(HE) are defined in terms of the thermody
namics of this transfer process for liquid 
hydrocarbons (18, 26-28, 32-34), then it 
follows that the entropic contribution from 
the hydrophobic effect vanishes at 386 K 
(35). Because changes in the exposure of 
nonpolar surface to water are thought to be 
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the major contributor to the heat capacity 
change of processes involving proteins 
(31), Baldwin (32) proposed that the con
tribution to the observed entropy change of 
protein folding from the hydrophobic effect 
(AS~IE) could be obtained from the relation 
ASHE(T) = ACfotd ln{T/386), where T is 
temperature in degrees kelvin. 

At a higher level of resolution,., because 
ACf'otd appears to contain contributions 
from changes in both nonpolar and polar 
water-accessible surface area (26), the fol
lowing equation may be more appropriate 

ASHE(T) = 0.32 Mnp ln {T/386) (2) 

where AAnp is in A 2 , T in degrees K, and 
ASHE(T) in entropy units (e.u., or cal 
K- 1 mol- 1). We propose that Eq. 2 is 
generally applicable to all protein pro
cesses to quantify the entropic contribu
tion of the hydrophobic effect (ASHE) from 
structural information. Where AAnp is not 
known but where it is reasonable to as
sume that the ratio of M /Mnp = 0.59 as 
in the folding of globufar proteins (26, 
36), then 

Table 1. Entropic contribution to protein folding from the hydrophobic effect. 

Protein !R -~c,~,d T.* -8.4 t ~s~E(Ts)t -~s,;;her§ s (A2)p (cal mol- 1 K- 1) (K) (e.u,) (e,u,) 

Streptococcal protein G, 56 620 (68) 272 2900 325 5,8 
domain 81 

BPTI 58 720 (24) 306 2640 196 3A 
400 (69) 221 471 8,1 

Parvalbumin b 108 1100 (70) 268 5485 640 5,9 
Ribonuclease A 124 1230 (25) 255 5815 771 62 
Lysozyme (hen egg white) 129 1540 (25) 270 6870 786 6.1 
Ferricytochrome c 104 1730 (25) 294 5540 483 4.6 
Staphylococcal nuclease 141 1820 (25) 288 7880 738 5.2 
Hololl myoglobin 153 2770 (25) 301 9710 773 5.1 
[3 trypsin , 223 2850 (25) 281 11830 1200 5A 
Papain 212 2920 (25) 290 12755 1167 5.5 
a chymotrypsin 245 3020 (25) 280 14770 1517 6,2 
Carbonic anhydrase 256 3820 (25) 290 15760 1442 5.6 
Pepsinogen 370 6090 (25) 297 23730 1990 5A 

Average~ 5.6 ± 0,5 

*Values of T8 were calculated from values of .1C1~1d and .1S1~1d cited in the reference indicated in column 3, 
Reported uncertainties in .1C1~1d range from 5 to 20 percent Corresponding uncertainties in Ts range from 1 to 7 
K degrees, tCalculations of .1Anp model the denatured state as an extended J3 chain (26, 27). The value of 
.1A,p for folding the B1 domain of streptococcal protein G was calculated as described in (27) from Brookhaven 
Protein Database (67) file 2GB1, All other values of .1A., are from (26), :j:Eq, 2, §asgther = aSg,he,l!lt, 
calculated from Eq, 4, llln this and subsequent tables, holo refers to the protein associated with its 
cofactor, 11Not including BPTL 

ASHE (T) = 1.35 ACO ln {T/386) (3) 

Because IACf'otdl is large, the entropy 
change of folding (ASf'otd) is temperature
dependent. Hence a temperature T 8 exists 
where ASf'otd is zero. At T 8 , the contribu
tions to ASf'otd from the hydrophobic effect 
[ASHE(T8)] and from other sources (AS~theri 
assumed as a first approximation to be tem
perature-independent) must sum to zero 

ASf'otd(Ts) = 0 = ASHE{Ts) + AS~ther (4) 

Experimental values of T 8 for folding of 
globular proteins, the number of residues 
folded (!R), and values of ASHE{T8) calcu
lated from the amount of nonpolar surface 
buried in folding (Eq. 2) are given in Table 
1. Application ofEq. 4 to the data of Table 
1 indicates the existence of a large unfavor
able entropy contribution (AS~ther>. Ex
pressed per residue (As~ther = AS~theJ!R), 
this unfavorable entropic contribution is rel
atively constant for the entire set of globular 
proteins (&~ther = -5.6 ± 0.5 e.u.) {37). 

The analysis in Table 1 is consistent 
with previous proposals (24, 32, 34) of two 
dominant and opposing contributions to 
the observed entropy of protein folding: one 
from the hydrophobic effect, or the "re
lease" of water on burial of nonpolar sur
face, and the other from the reduction in 
conformational entropy. We can then ask 
whether the magnitude of As~ther in Table 1 
is entirely due to the reduction in confor
mational entropy upon folding. Summation 
of theoretical values for the change in 
conformational entropy of the backbone 
(38) and side chains (39) on folding yields 
an average change in conformational entro-

Table 2. Comparison of predicted and observed heat capacity changes 
for protein-ligand association. For entries where folding is coupled to the 
association process (as noted in last column), the unfolded region was 

modeled as an extended chain of the appropriate amino acid sequence 
by means of Insight II (Biosym Technologies), $tructures used to calculate 
surface area changes on association are referenced below. 

-~ -~A -8.4 
(t~ -~ega,/ -~C~ssoc Coupled 

Process (interfate) (fold) (interfabe) 
(A2) (A2) (N) (A2) (cal mol- 1 K- 1) (cal mol- 1 K- 1) process 

Subtilisin + inhibitor --+ complex 985t 0 690 0 220 ± 50 240 ± 25 (71) None 
Yeast hexokinase+ glucose--+ complex 175t 0 22 0 50± 10 50± 110 (72) Hinge bend 
FK506 + FKBP-12--+ complex 650 (73) 0 -7 0 210 ± 25 260 ± 80 (73) None 
2 a chymotrypsin --+ dimer 1260§ 0 945 0 270 ± 60 700 (74) None 

128311 0 845 0 290 ± 60 
S-protein + S-peptide --+ ribonuclease S 758~ 320 672 365 200 ± 60 425 ± 250 Folding 

(at 273 K) (47) 
L-tryptophan + apo* TrpR monomer--+ complex 248 (55) 785 17 444 270 ± 45 230 ± 40 (55) Folding 
Avidin + biotin --+ complex 302 (75) 635 278 322 220 ± 45 237 ± 12 (76) Folding 
Angiotensin II + antibody Fab 131 --+ complex 993 (48) 745 215 ± 50 240 ± 20 (48) Folding 
Holo TrpR dimer + trp operator DNA --+ complex 1471 (55) 945 1884 608 420 ± 140 540 ± 100 (55) Folding 
2 arc repressor --+ dimer 2356 (77) 3312 1252 3010 1220 ± 280 1400 ± 200 (78) Folding 
2 A cro repressor --+ dimer 922 (79) 5617 490 2965 1610 ± 300 1530 ± 170 (80) Folding 
2 GR DBD + DNA site --+ complex 1885** 2060 2213 1800 700 ± 225 1000 ± 200 (56) Folding 
3 glucagon --+ trimer 1044tt 2169 418 951 840 ± 140 630 ± 100tt Folding 
4 melittin --+ tetramer 3775§§ 3332 660 1794 1930 ± 300 1100 ± 240 (82) Folding 

*Eq. 1, tBrookhaven Protein Database (PDB) (67) file code 2SIC, :j:PDEl files 2YHX, 1 HKG, §PDB file 4CHA IIPDB file 5CHA 1IPDB file 1 RNV, #In this 
and subsequent tables, apo refers to the protein in the absence of its cofactor, **Surface area buried upon dimerization calculated from PDB file 1 GRD. Surface area 
buried from folding of the second Zn loop: residues (476 to 495) were modeled as an extended chain in each monomer in 1GRD (13, 14), To obtain .1A.,p and .1A.,p for the 
protein-DNA interface, we used the estimate of the total surface buried in the interface from (14), and assumed that the ratio <1AnJ.1AP was 45:55, similar to that buried in 
the TrpR-DNA interf~ce, ttPDB file 1GCN, :j::j:Data of (81) analyzed according to (18), §§PDB file 2MLT 
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Fig. 1. Ribbon model of a "rigid-body" association. X-ray crystallographic structures of (A) subtilisin 
inhibitor monomer (purple, PDB file 2SSI) and (B) uncomplexed subtilisin (green, PDB file 2ST1), 
shown in the same orientation as in the complex. (C) Enzyme-inhibitor complex (PDB file 2SIC), 
same colors as in (A). 

py per residue (as~) on folding of- (6 ± 2) 
e.u. Because as~ther = as~, we conclude 
that possible entropic contributions from 
dehydration of polar surfaces ( 40), changes 
in hydrogen bonding, and changes in vibra
tional entropy (41) must collectively make 
no large contribution to the overall asfuld" 

Analysis of heat capacity and entropy 
changes in protein-ligand associations. Pro
tein-ligand and protein-protein associations 
are also accompanied by large negative heat 
capacity changes (aC~ssoc). To examine 
whether ac~ssoc can be interpreted solely in 
terms of changes in polar and nonpolar 
surface, we compared experimental values of 
ac~ssoc with those calculated from Eq. 1 for 
all protein-ligand and protein-protein inter
actions for which both thermodynamic and 
high resolution structural data are available 
(Table 2). Crystal structures were used, ex
cept for glucocorticoid receptor and trp re
pressor, where crystal structures of the com
plexes have been supplemented by NMR 

Fig. 2. Ribbon model 
of avidin-biotin "induced 
fit" interaction. (A) Model 
of the uncomplexed avi
din monomer in solution 
(green). Residues (36-44) 
(dashed loop in yellow) 
are disordered in the free 
crystal structure ( 49) and 
are inferred to be in a 
flexible coil state of high 
conformational entropy in 
solution. (B) Avidin-biotin 
complex. Ordering of the 
looped region (yellow) up
on binding encloses bio
tin (in purple) in a "hydro
phobic box" ( 49). 

solution structures of the uncomplexed pro
teins. The associations in Table 2 represent 
diverse interactions including enzyme-sub
strate, antibody-antigen, protein-drug, pro
tein-DNA, protease-protease inhibitor, and 
§Ubunit-subunit assemblies. These processes 
bury widely different amounts and types of 
surfaces, both in and distant from the bind
ing site. The first four entries in Table 2 are 
examples of rigid-body associations where 
crystal structural analyses provide no evi
dence for disorder-order transitions on bind
ing; in these cases, Mnp and MP result 
entirely from burial of preexis~ing comple
mentary surfaces (Fig. 1). The last ten en
tries are for systems where biophysical data 
indicate that folding is coupled to associa
tion (Fig. 2). In these systems, surface area is 
removed from water both in the contact 
between any preexisting components of the 
interface and in coupled conformational 
changes (driven by binding free energy) that 
create a complementary interface. 
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In 12 out of 14 cases (Table 2) the 
observed heat capacity changes agree with
in experimental uncertainty with those pre
dicted by Eq. 1. The only exceptions are 
the dimerization of a-chymotrypsin (aCT) 
and the tetramerization of melittin. The 
thermodynamics of a CT dimerization may 
be affected by autolysis. A proposal to 
explain the discrepancy for melittin is dis
cussed below. From Table 2 we conclude 
that ac~ssoc can generally be quantitatively 
described in terms of contributions from 
changes in water-accessible nonpolar and 
polar surface area. Changes in vibrational 
modes or other effects of association appar
ently contribute little to ac~ssoc· 

The large negative heat capacity changes 
of protein-ligand association and of protein 
folding indicate that the observed entropy 
changes of both processes must include a 
significant contribution from the hydrophobic 
effect in the physiological temperature range 
(Eqs. 2 and 3). However, other contributions 
to the entropy changes of these processes 
should differ significantly. Folding of single
subunit proteins involves the intramolecular 
conversion of a random polypeptide chain 
into an ordered structure, which reduces its 
conformational entropy. This unfavorable en
tropic contribution to folding increases in 
direct proportion to the number of amino acid 
residues. Unless folding is coupled to associa
tion, protein-ligand binding does not involve 
a reduction in conformational entropy. In
stead, another unfavorable entropic term re
sulting from the reduction in the available 
rotational and translational degrees of free
dom of the protein and ligand on complex
ation is predicted to contribute (aS~t: 42-44). 
Since the dependences of as~t on temperature 
and on molecular mass are predicted to be 
logarithmic, as~ should be relatively insensi
tive to T s and to the molecular mass of the 
protein and ligand involved and thus similar 
for all associations (43). Hence, for protein
ligand association at the characteristic tem
perature T s where the net entropy change 
as::..oc is zero, Eq. 4 is replaced by 

aS~ssoc = 0 = aS!'m(T s) + aS~t + aS~ther 
(5) 

where as~ther includes any other entropic 
contribution in addition to those enumer
ated in Eq. 5, and is assumed to be temper
ature-independent (40). 

In applying Eq. 5 to analyze entropic 
effects in the protein associations listed in 
Table 2, we focus initially on the set of rigid 
body associations where as~ther may be an
ticipated to be small and which therefore 
provide a means of evaluating as~t from 
experimental thermodynamic data. The pro
posed contributions to the entropy changes 
for protein-ligand associations which do not 
involve large conformational changes (Fig. 
1) are summarized in Table 3. At T5 , we find 
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that dSi:JE for these processes is compensated 
by an entropy change dS~ + dS~ther in the 
range -40 to -60 e.u. (Eq. 5). The mag
nitude and sign of this term and its relative 
insensitivity to the size of the associating 
species agree well with the statistical me
chanical estimate of dS~, == -50 e.u. for 
protein-protein association (43, 45). We 
conclude that for these rigid body associa
tions dS~ther = 0 and that dS~ssoc is entirely 
determined by dS~E and dS~,. 

The set of protein-ligand and protein
protein associations where evidence indi
cates that folding of one or more associating 
species is coupled to binding (Fig. 2) is 
collected in Table 4. To dissect the entropy 
changes for these associations we use the 
average value dS~, == -50 e.u. from Table 
3. Comparison of Table 3 and Table 4 
shows that dC~soc of processes with cou
pled folding is generally larger in magnitude 
than for rigid body associations and that the 
observed T 8 is smaller. Consequently, val
ues of dS~E(T8) estimated from Eq. 2 are 
much larger than dS~E of rigid body asso
ciations and much larger than the magni
tude of dS~,. For the observed entropy 
change to be zero at T 8 , Eq. 5 predicts that 
there must be a significant entropy change 
dS~ther· For these associations, we propose 
that dS~ther corresponds to the change in 

conformational entropy (dS~) on binding. 
If conformational changes that involve 

folding (changes in 2° or 3° structure) dom
inate dS~ther' then division of dS~ther by 
-5.6 e.u. yields a thermodynamic estimate 
of the number of residues involved in the 
folding transition (46) (designated !Jl'h): 

!Jl'h = dS~theJ- 5.6 e.u. (6) 

The last two columns of Table 4 compare 
!Jt•h with our structural estimates of extents 
of coupled folding (!Jl"r) based on biophys
ical [circular dichroism (CD), NMR, x-ray] 
characterizations of free and bound states. 
For the first six entries in Table 4, local 
folding of the protein or ligand accompa
nies association. The uncomplexed peptide 
ligands S-peptide (47) and angiotensin II 
(48) are completely unfolded in solution. 
Similarly, in the absence of ligand, local 
regions of avidin (49) (Fig. 2), trp repressor 
(11), and glucocorticoid receptor (13) are 
disordered or unfolded in solution. All of 
these regions are folded in the crystal struc
ture or NMR structure of the complexes. In 
these six systems, the folding transition 
creates all or part of the binding site and is 
driven by binding free energy. Values of 
dS~ther for these cases range from - 18 to 
-185 e.u. and predict folding of 3 to 33 
residues on binding. In all cases these ther-

Table 3. Entropic contributions to "rigid body" associations. 

Process 

Soybean inhibitor + trypsin ~ complex 
Subtilisin inhibitor + subtilisin monomer ~ complex 
Subtilisin inhibitor + a chymotrypsin monomer ~ 

complex 
FK506 + FKBP-12 ~ complex 

440 (83) 
240 (71) 
270 (84) 

260 (73) 

T.* s 
(K) 

349 
339 
343 

289 

.iS~E(T8)t 
(e.u.) 

(60) 
41 

(43) 

60 
Average: 50 ± 10 

*Values of T8 calculated from values of <lC~ssoc• <lS.i'ssoc in references cited in column 2. taS~E(T sl 
calculated from Eq. 2 with values for aA,P from Table 2. Values of <lS~E(Tsl in parentheses are calculated from 
Eq.- 3 for systems lacking structural data to evaluate aA,p. 

modynamic predictions agree with structur
al estimates, regardless of whether the li
gand or regions of the protein fold. 

The last four processes in Table 4 in
volve assembly of protein oligomers from 
monomeric subunits that are known to be 
completely unfolded in solution. In these 
cases, binding is accompanied by conforma
tional changes both at the subunit interface 
and distant from it. Calculated values of 
dS~ther (-280 to -580 e.u.) are larger in 
magnitude than for the other processes in 
Table 4, indicating more extensive folding 
in agreement with structural data. For these 
proteins, the number of residues predicted 
to fold from dS~ther is greater than the 
number of residues that fold to create the 
subunit interfaces. The striking character
istic of these four systems is that binding 
free energy from subunit-subunit interac
tions drives nucleation of folding which 
propagates beyond the interface. For these 
four cases, !Jtth is somewhat smaller than 
!Jtstr as estimated from the crystal structure 
of the complex. Hence these protein com
plexes appear to be less folded in solution 
under the conditions of the association 
experiments than in the crystal. Evidence 
of this is available for melittin (50). 

Coupling of folding to binding in site
specific protein-DNA interactions. Most 
site-specific protein-DNA associations are 
accompanied by large negative dC~ssoc (18) 
(Table 5). By analogy with the above anal
yses of folding and of protein-ligand associ
ations, we assume that dC~ssoc for protein
DNA interactions is entirely due to changes 
in water-accessible surface. To examine our 
previous proposal that the large negative 
dC~ssoc of site-specific binding of proteins to 
DNA is in general too large in magnitude to 
result from a rigid body association (18), we 
dissect dS~ssoc of protein-DNA interactions 
to examine whether folding transitions are 
coupled to binding. 

In Table 5 we list experimental values or 

Table 4. Entropic contributions where folding is coupled to association: predictions of the number of residues participating in the folding transition . 

Process (structural references) T.* .iS~E(T8)t .iS:f* .iS~her§ !Jt'hll mstr~ s 
(K) (e.u.) (e.u.) (e.u.) 

Angiotensin II (48) +antibody Fab 131 (85) ~complex (85) 312 68 -50 -18 3 8 
Avidin (49) +biotin~ complex (49) 291 85 -50 -35 6 9 
S-peptide (47) + S-protein (47) ~ribonuclease S (86) 253# 145 -50 -95 17 15 
L-tryptophan + apo Trp R monomer (11) ~complex (12) 263 127 -50 -77 14 17** 
Holo Trp R dimer (11) + trp operator DNA~ complex (12) 319 147 -50 -97 17 16 
2 GR DBD (13) + DNA~ complex (14) 308 285 -100 -185 33 40 
3 glucagon (81) ~trimer (87) 271 364 -100 -264 47 48-72 
4 melittin (82) ~ tetramer (88) 313 477 -150 -327 58 104 
2 arc repressor (78) ~ dimer (77) 289 525 -50 -475 85 80-92 
2 A cro repressor (80) ~ dimer (79) 287 620 -50 -570 102 120 

*References for data used to calculate Ts are the same as those for <lC~ssoc. in Table 2.' taS~E( T8 ) evaluated from Eq. 2 with values for <lAnp from Table 2. :!:Table 
3. §Eq. 5. IIEq. 6. Propagated uncertainties in !Jtth increase from ±15 percent for >. cro repressor to ±50 percent for angiotensin II, and are typically ±25 
percent. ~!R6'' represents the difference between the number of residues folded in the crystal structure of the complex and the number of residues observed to be folded 
in the free species by NMR, x-ray, or CD as referenced in column 1. # Ts estimated from values of <lC,;'6600 (273) ahd <lS.i'ssoc (273) obtained from the temperature 
dependence of <lC,;'ssoc given in (47), based on the assumption that S protein is completely native at 273 K. **Number of residues folded in the complex based on the 
NMR structure. 
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estimates of dC~ssoc and T 5 for all protein
DNA interactions that have been studied 
by van't Hoff or calorimetric analysis and 
the corresponding values of dSJiE calculat
ed from Eq. 3 (51). The estimate of dS:'. in 
Table 3 is assumed to be appropriate for 
these interactions. In addition, entries in 
Table 5 for which the effect of salt concen
tration on binding constants has been de
termined include an estimate of the tem
perature-independent entropy change due 
to the polyelectrolyte effect [dS~E (52); 
relative to a 1 M salt concentration refer
ence state] at the salt concentration where 
dC~ssoc and T 5 were determined. 

Summation of contributions from 
dSJiE(T5), dS:'., and dS~E (Table 5) indi
cates the existence in general of an addition
al large entropic term dS~ther that opposes 
site-specific protein-DNA association: 

dS~soc(T s) = 0 = 
dSJiE(T s) + dS:'. + dS~E + dS~ther (7) 

By analogy with the analysis of protein
ligand interactions discussed above, we pro
pose that dS~ther (Eq. 7) results primarily 
from folding or other conformational 
changes in the protein or DNA (or both) 
on binding. When dS~ther is large in mag
nitude, as is generally the case, we propose 
that it reflects local (and in some cases 
global) folding transitions in the protein 
that are coupled to binding. Thermody
namic estimates of the number of residues 
that fold upon binding (ffi1h) calculated 
from dS~ther by Eq. 6 are given in Table 5. 
By analogy with the protein-ligand interac
tions in Table 4, we propose that the 
specific DNA sequence serves as a template 
for local folding transitions in the protein 
(driven by binding free energy). Where ffith 

is small, binding is likely to occur via a rigid 
body association. 

High resolution structures have been 
determined for uncomplexed trp repressor 
protein (TrpR) in solution (11) and in the 
crystalline state (53), and for the specific 
DNA complex (12) in the crystalline state. 
As such TrpR provides a key test of the 
prediction of ffith from dS~ther" If the value 
of dS~ther ( -94 e.u.) for binding ofTrpR to 
its operator is analyzed in terms of local 
folding, we find that -16 residues fold 
when the two subunits of TrpR contact 
DNA. This thermodynamic estimate of ffi 
is consistent with the current interpretation 
of NMR studies of the uncomplexed TrpR: 
The D helices (eight residues each) of both 
monomers appear disordered in solution 
(11). Both D helices are folded in the 
crystal structure of the TrpR dimer-operator 
complex, thereby creating part of the site 
for recognition of the operator (12). Al
though these helices are ordered in the 
crystal structure of TrpR, Sigler and co
workers refer to helix D-tum-helix E as a 
"flexible reading head" due to the high 
crystallographic B factors of residues in this 
region and the observation that conforma
tional differences between different crystal 
forms ofT rpR occur. here (54). The agree
ment between ffith and ffi'tt from NMR 
experiments is consistent with the observa
tion that the predicted and experimental 
values of the heat capacity change for DNA 
binding agree only when a folding transi
tion in helix D is included in the surface 
area calculation (55) (Table 2). 

The solution structure of the DNA bind
ing domain of glucocorticoid receptor (OR 
DBD) has been determined by NMR (13), 
and the solid-state structure of the complex 

Table 5. Entropic contributions to protein-DNA interactions. NO, not determined. 

Complexation process -.iC~ssoc T.* .iS~E(T8)t as~* s 
(cal mol- 1 K- 1) (K) (e.u.) (e.u.) 

A cro repressor + nonspecific DNA 0 (66) 
A cl repressor + OR 1 0 (91) 
A cro repressor + OR3 360 (66) 339 63 -50 
Holo TrpA + trp operator 540 ± 100 (55) 319 139 -50 
CAP(cAMPb + DNA consensus site -680# -344 -106 -50 
LacA + 0 1 900 ± 100tt 312 258 -50 
LacA + osym 1300 ± 300 (18) 305 413 -50 
Eco AI + -GAATTC- site 1500 ± 800 (18) 309 450 -50 
GaiA+ OE 2300 (58) 296 824 -50 
ANAP + APR promoter 2400 ± 300 (19) 322 587 -50 
MntA + Omnt 3100 ± 620*** 292 1170 -50 
2 GA DBD +DNA 1000 ± 200 (56) 308 305 -100 
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of OR DBD with two specific half sites 
spaced four base pairs apart has been deter
mined by x-ray crystallography (14). Un
complexed OR DBD exists as a monomer 
up to mM concentrations (13). However, 
in its DNA complex, OR DBD exists as a 
dimer, with one monomer bound specifical
ly and the other nonspecifically (14). Ob
served conformational differences between 
the free and bound monomers provide a 
rationale for why dimerization is linked to 
binding: The second Zn finger, which pro
vides the dimer interface in the complex, 
contains an alpha helix and beta sheet 
which are not detected in the free state by 
NMR (13, 14). These structural studies 
suggest that binding of the OR DBD to a 
DNA half site is coupled both to local 
folding and to dimerization, consistent with 
the large negative dC~ssoc in Tables 2 and 
5. If we model the DNA binding equilibria 
as involving a 2:1 stoichiometry, on the 
basis of both thermodynamic (56, 57) and 
structural studies (13, 14), we calculate 
that approximately 18 residues per mono
mer fold on binding, a thermodynamic 
estimate which agrees with the size of the 
second Zn finger "loop" in the monomeric 
free state. As in the case of TrpR, this 
agreement is consistent with the observa
tion in Table 2 that predicted and experi
mental values of dC~ssoc agree when dimer
ization and folding equilibria are included 
in the overall DNA-binding equilibria. 

Structural information in the solid state 
is available for both free and bound states of 
A cro repressor protein (A cro) and the 
catabolite activator protein (CAP). In both 
cases, changes in 4° structure of the protein 
are coupled to DNA binding. One mono
mer of A cro appears to rotate approximate-

.iS~E§ - .iS~therll ffi1h11 
(e.u.) (e.u.) 

ffislr 

NO -13 2 
NO -89 16 16 (11, 12) 
24** -80 -14 
27H 235 42 
25§§ 388 69 
341111 434 78 
141111 788 140 
54## 591 105 
11ttt 1131 200 
ND 205 37 40 ( 13, 14) 

*Ts calculated from ~C~ssoc and ~S~ssoc from the reference cited in column 2. tEq. 3. :j:Table 3. §The contribution to the obseNed entropy change from the 
polyelectrolyte effect (PE) was estimated from the expression ~S~E = -0.88 z R In [MX] ,.where the value of z represents the apparent valence of the binding site on the ligand 
(0.88 z is the number of cations thermodynamically released on DNA binding) (20, 89). [MX] is the salt concentration at which the temperature dependence of the obseNed 
binding constant was measured. For systems where the temperature dependence was investigated in buffers containing both monovalent (M+) and divalent cations (M2 +), 
~S~E was estimated using the expression ~S~E = -z R[0.88 ln[M +] + ln{0.5[1 + (1 + 12[M+]-1.7[M 2+])0 ·5]}] (90). IIEq. 7. ~Eq. 6. Uncertainty in ffith is primarily 
determined by the error in ~C~ssoc· Propagated uncertainties range from 20 to 50 percent. . #Value estimated numerically from equilibrium constants at only three 
temperatures (92). Since the range of this data does not include the temperature where the equilibrium constant is predicted to be a maximum, the uncertainty in this ~C~ssoc 
probably exceeds that of the others tabulated. **z = 8 (92). ttData of (93), analyzed according to ( 18). :j::j:z = 8 (93). §§z = 9 (59). llllz = 8 (94). ~~z 
= 4, obtained fitting the data of (58) to Eq. 3 in (90) to correct for the presence of 6 mM M2 + (Mg2 + and Ca2 +) in buffers used to determine the salt-dependence of 
1\,bs· ##z = 20 (95). ***Data of (96) analyzed according to (18). tttz = 5 (96). 
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ly 40° relative to the other (6); the relative 
orientations of the NH2- and COOH-ter
minal domains in each CAP subunit 
change from being- "open" to "closed" (2, 
5). LlC~oc for A cro binding was determined 
calorimetrically in a concentration regime 
where it exists as a stably folded dimer. 
Hence the small magnitude of LlS~ther ( -18 
e.u.) indicates the absence of extensive cou
pled local folding, and may reflect the en
tropic cost of 4o subunit rearrangements. For 
CAP binding, our estimate of LlS~ther is 
significantly larger in magnitude than LlS~ther 
for A cro, possibly because of extensive 
coupled changes in DNA conformation 
upon binding CAP (2). Alternatively, the 
magnitude of LlS~ther may indicate that key 
regions of the CAP binding interface are 
disordered in solution, even though {as in 
TrpR) these regions are folded in the crystal 
structure of the free protein. 

In contrast to the above cases, values of 
LlS~ther for association of both gal and mnt 
repressor proteins with their DNA opera
tors are so large in magnitude that they 
cannot correspond simply to local folding or 
restricted 4° rearrangements. The Gal re
pressor {GalR) undergoes a monomer-dimer 
equilibrium in the concentration range 
where DNA binding was investigated (58). 
This coupled process may contribute to the 
large magnitude of LlC~ssoc and hence to 
LlS~ther· Little is known about equilibria 
coupled to the DNA binding of mnt repres
sor (MntR). On the basis of the thermody
namic data and the homology to arc repres
sor protein, we propose that LlC~ssoc for 
MntR reflects coupled monomer-dimer-tet
ramer association and folding -of the mono
mer {Tables 2 and 4) as part of DNA 
binding in the concentration range where 
LlC~ssoc was investigated. 

For binding of Eco RI endonuclease (Eco 
Rl), LacR, and RNA polymerase (RNAP), 
the magnitude of LlS~ther falls in a midrange 
of. the values (Table 5). Although the 
binding thermodynamics of these proteins 
have been characterized extensively in so
lution {18-20, 59), complete high-resolu
tion structural information does not exist 
for any of these systems. Values of LlS~ther 
either reflect exceedingly large changes in 
4° structure or substantial {but local, that 
is, nonglobal) folding upon binding. For 
LacR, !Jl'h is less than the number of resi
dues in the two DNA-binding domains, 
and may indicate folding of part of these 
regions on binding to operator. Possibly this 
folding is more extensive in binding to the 
symmetric operator than to the nonsym
metric wild-type (01) operator, thereby 
accounting for the apparent differences in 
ac,::soc and ilS~ther for binding to these 
sites. For dimeric Eco Rl, !Jtth is comparable 
to the size of the two inner and outer arms 
that wrap around the DNA (3). In the case 
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of RNAP, the conformational transitions 
predicted by LlS~ther possibly represent both 
local folding of key recognition regions of 
the sigma subunit (60) as well as 4° confor
mational changes in RNAP which are 
thought to occur in the process of opening 
one to one-and-a-half helical turns of DNA 
at the transcription start site (21). 

Structural evidence for coupled confor
mational changes. High-resolution struc
tural data in solution and in the crystal 
provide evidence for folding and 4° confor
mational changes coupled to site-specific 
binding in other systems where the thermo
dynamics of binding have not yet been 
extensively investigated. For example, 
changes in 4° structure of Eco RV endonu
clease similar to those observed for A cro 
and CAP are observed by comparison of 
free and bound crystal structures (4). In 
addition to this 4° conformational change, 
folding of two short loops in Eco RV ap
pears to be coupled to DNA binding. One 
loop {residues 68 to 71), which contacts the 
minor groove and the sugar-phosphate 
backbone, forms a (3-tum in the presence of 
both cognate and noncognate DNA, but is 
poorly ordered in the free protein (4). 
Another loop {residues 182 to 187), which 
is ordered and interacts with the base pairs 
in the major groove in the cognate com
plex, is disordered in both the uncomplexed 
protein and in the complex with noncog
nate DNA (4). 

In addition, folding transitions upon 
site-specific DNA binding are observed for 
the NH2-terminal domains of A cl repressor 
(X. cl) and of Antennapedia {Antp) homeD
domain, and for loops of TrpR and GCN4 
transcriptional activator proteirt. Both A cl 
(8) and Antp homeodomain {7) have flex
ible NH2-terminal regions in solution 
which order upon DNA binding. In the 
low-temperature crystal structure of its 
DNA complex, the NH2-terminus of A ci 
wraps around the DNA, forming hydrogen 
bonds with base pairs in the major groove 
and the sugar-phosphate backbone of the 
consensus half site (8). Interestingly, the 
NH2-terminus of the symmetry related 
monomer does not appear ordered in the 
nonconsensus DNA half site, reminiscent 
of the lack of ordering of the loop in Eco 
RV in the major groove of the noncognate 
DNA. The NH2-terminal domain of Antp 
homeodomain folds to make contacts with 
the minor groove: NMR studies indicate 
that residues 1-6 in the free protein do not 
have a defined structure, but nuclear Over
hauser effects exist between arginine 5 and 
the sugar in the minor groove of the com
plex (7). 

As discussed above, formation of well
defined structure appears to accompany the 
DNA binding of TrpR. Site-specific DNA 
binding of the yeast transcription factor 
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GCN4 is characterized by a similar transi
tion. In the absence of DNA, CD and 
NMR studies indicate that the basic region 
which is necessary for binding DNA is 
largely disordered (9, 61). In the crystal 
structure of its complex with the specific 
AP-1 DNA site, this region forms an a 
helix and makes extensive contacts to base 
pairs and to the sugar-phosphate backbone 
of the major groove (10). For GCN4 this 
extensive folding transition should be readi
ly detected in LlC~ssoc and LlS~ther· I 

Role of adaptability in site-specific rec
ognition. All of the protein folding (2°, 3°) 
and the 4° conformational transitions ob
served in proteins as part of site-specific 
binding to DNA create key parts of the 
contact interface. In these cases, recogni
tion does not result from a simple alignment 
of rigid, complementary surfaces on the 
protein and DNA. Instead, these protein
nucleic acid interactions are generally de
scribed by an "induced fit" model at the 
level of either 2°, 3°, or 4° structure. This 
induced fit is analogous to Koshland's hy
pothesis for enzyme-substrate recognition 
(17), as pointed out for GCN4 by Frankel 
and Kim (15) and by Alber ( 16). The 
implications of ligand-induced conforma
tional changes for enzyme-substrate speci
ficity have been and continue to be actively 
debated (21, 62). However, the thermody
namic consequences of induced fit for the 
specificity of protein-DNA recognition are 
only beginning to be considered (1, 10, 15, 
16, 63). For protein-DNA interactions in 
Table 5, conformational changes resulting 
from folding appear to be the only way to 
interpret the excess in lilC~ssocl and the 
deficit in LlS~ssoc' as compared to the values 
expected for rigid body. associations ( 18) . 

If regions of a DNA-binding protein are 
unfolded in the absence of a specific DNA 
site, the formation of well-defined 2° or 3° 
structure upon binding requires expenditure 
of free energy, and therefore must be driven 
by binding free energy (that is, the forma
tion of a more extensive complementary 
interface, burying more macromolecular 
surface and releasing more water and ions). 
Formation of a highly stable specific com
plex involves maximizing complementarity 
and favorable interactions while minimiz
ing juxtaposition of noncomplementary sur
faces ( 18, 20, 64). If key regions of proteins 
are unstructured in solution and change 
conformation upon binding to a specific 
DNA sequence, then it is likely that the 
final conformation will be a function of the 
DNA sequence and that both the driving 
force {binding free energy) and the driven 
process (folding) will be functions of DNA 
sequence ( 16) . Observed differences in pro
tein conformation in specific and nonspe
cific complexes with DNA provide exam
ples of this proposal for sequence-depen-



dent induced fit. When bound to noncog
nate DNA, regions of A ci (8) and Eco RV 
(4) apparently do not order, and the a
helical content of the basic region of GCN4 
is less than when bound to a specific site 
(65). Nonspecific binding of A cro is not 
accompanied by a detectable .:lC~ssoc (66), 
indicating that little nonpolar surface is bur
ied either in the interface or in coupled local 
folding transitions (Eq. 1). In general, how
ever, nonspecific binding may be coupled to 
folding transitions to create a favorable cou
lombic or other nonspecific interface. 

Only limited thermodynamic or struc
tural analyses of effects of single- (or multi-) 
site variants in protein-DNA complexes 
have been performed. (In vivo character
izations of DNA sequence variants by ex
pression assays and in vitro characteriza
tions by measurements of relative binding 
affinity at one set of solution conditions are 
more extensive; these have generally been 
interpreted in terms of additivity.) Adapt
ability of LacR in specific DNA binding is 
suggested by thermodynamic experiments 
in which various thermodynamic functions 
[for example, the (salt) derivative of the 
binding constant; the van't Hoff enthalpy] 
exhibit global changes in response to an 
(Oc) base substitution at a single site (22). 
Adaptability of Eco RI is suggested by al
tered patterns of phosphate ethylation in
terference and large energetic penalties as
sociated with binding single base pair sub
stitution variants (23). In these cases, the 
observed thermodynamic or structural be
havior has been interpreted in terms of 
induced fit or adaptability of the protein, so 
that changes in DNA sequence result in 
global changes in structure and contacts in 
the protein-DNA interface. 

Applications of the model. Our use of 
model compound transfer data and applica
tion of principles derived from protein fold
ing thermodynamics lead us to propose that 
site-specific DNA recognition by proteins is 
in general not a simple rigid body associa
tion whereby a specific site is recognized by 
a static "lock and key" interaction which 
simply matches up protein and DNA sur
faces containing a pre-existing pattern of 
hydrogen bond donors and acceptors. In
stead, as indicated by the large negative 
.:lC~ssoc which accompany these reactions 
and by our dissection of the observed en
tropy change, site-specific binding in gen
eral involves coupled changes in the 2°, 3°, 
and/or 4° structure of the protein. Although 
in some cases the tightly packed networks 
of functional groups on amino acid side 
chains and DNA bases seen in protein
DNA interfaces (I) may result from simple 
"docking" of preexisting complementary 
surfaces, a mounting body of structural and 
thermodynamic data argue that the solution 
structure of the complex differs strikingly 

from those of the uncomplexed species. All 
these conformational changes are driven by 
binding free energy, and therefore are exam
ples of "induced fit." Of the conformational 
changes in the protein and DNA observed 
to date, folding transitions in the protein 
appear to be the most prevalent, to have the 
most characteristic thermodynamic signa
ture (dC0 , dS0 ), and to possess the most 
possibilities for adaptability or induced fit. 
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